The solidification behaviour of suspensions of alumina particles during directional solidification is investigated here by in situ observations using X-ray radiography and tomography. The objective of this study is to assess the influence of particle size on the solidification behaviour of the suspensions during the early stages of solidification. Four powders with particle size in the range 0.2-3.4 µm (median size) were investigated. Solidification is obtained by cooling at a constant rate, starting from room temperature. Attention is specifically paid to the nucleation and growth behaviour of the ice crystals in these suspensions. We propose that the nucleation of ice crystals is controlled by the particle size, the surface of the particles acting as nucleation sites. Smaller particle size leads to a lower degree of supercooling since nucleation and growth can proceed at higher temperature than with larger particles. The initial interface velocity is dependent on the degree of supercooling, and controls the extent of the initial structural gradient in the resulting porous materials.
Introduction
The templating of porous materials using ice, through the process of freezecasting, have seen a greatly increased attention during the past few years, regarding not only ceramics, but also polymers 1 and metals 2 . The process is environmentally-friendly, using water as a removable template, highly versatile, and the resulting structures highly tuneable by various tweaks of the process such as an improved control of the nucleation conditions or the use of additives affecting the morphologies of the growing crystals 3 . The typical processing conditions include directional solidification, using a cooling step starting at room temperature. Under these conditions, nucleation and growth in the suspension has to occur before the ice crystals can reach a steady state, progressively growing in the temperature gradient, and yielding homogeneous and directional materials, after sublimation of the ice and sintering of the resulting green body. In all cases, this initial nucleation and growth stage results in the presence of a structural gradient close to the cooling surface, corresponding to the progressive selection of the stable crystals structure 4 . Such gradient has been reported numerous times, such as figure 2 of reference 5, figure 12 of reference 6, figure 8 of reference 7, figure 6a-b of reference 8, figure 2 of reference 9, and a number of other studies. The presence of this structural gradient is explained by the initial conditions during the freezing stage, and is characterized by two distinct regions. A first region, with no porosity, corresponds to the formation of amorphous ice during the very first stages of solidification 10 , where supercooling effects are probably present. A second region, with a gradient of pore size, is related to the nucleation, growth, and selection of the preferred population of ice crystals 4 . Being related to the initial nucleation and growth properties, the gradient cannot be avoided so far, although it might be controlled to some extent. Applying an electric field will favour the electromigration towards or away from this initial transition 9 , and can partially affect the extent of this structural gradient. We investigate here the influence of particle size on the characteristics of this initial transition and in particular on the nucleation behaviour in this system. X-Ray radiography and tomography experiments were used here to investigate the initial instants of solidification and the arrangement of the crystals and concentrated particles after complete solidification. The experiments were conducted at the ESRF, on the beamline ID19.
Experimental methods
All the experimental methods and powders characteristics have been described in reference 4 and 11. All the results presented here have been obtained with a 5°C/min cooling ramp, starting from room temperature.
Results
The solidification interface velocity can be measured from the pictures sequence acquired by radiography. The measurements of interface velocities for the various powders are given in figure 1. The acquisition frequency (3Hz) is still too low to observe precisely the stage where the ice nuclei reach their critical size and keep growing irreversibly. In the time span (0.3 sec.) between the last frame with no crystals and the next one, crystals have already grown a few hundreds of micrometers; there is therefore an important uncertainty on the first point of the plot for each powder. The minimum growth velocity during these first instants can accordingly be estimated to be between 750 µm/s and 1200 µm/s, depending on the powder, and is probably faster than that. It is nevertheless clear that the initial growth velocity is related to the particle size, larger particles leading to greater initial interface velocity. Interestingly, all of the measurements fall on the same interface velocity vs. time trajectory, but with a different initial interface velocity. The arrows in figure 1 indicate the velocity of the interface when it reaches the top of the observation windows. Again, the larger the particle size, the greater the velocity at the end of the observation window and the smaller the structural periodicity in the frozen sample, which can clearly be observed on section 1 of figure 3.
Using the tomography scan performed on the frozen body, the solidified structure corresponding to the initial instants observed in figure 1 can be reconstructed. The corresponding cross-sections in the xz plane (parallel to the growth direction) and xy plane (perpendicular to the growth direction) are shown, respectively, in figure 2 and 3. The z location of the xy crosssections of figure 3 are indicated in figure 2 . In all cases, a morphological transition can be observed, with an intermediate stage where two populations of crystals can be observed, as reported previously 4 . The extent of this transition zone is dependent on the initial interface velocity, the higher the initial interface velocity, the larger the transition stage.
Measurements of the temperature close to the nucleation surface were performed at the same time, so that an estimation of the freezing temperature is available. We define here the freezing temperature as the time where the ice nuclei reach their critical size and keep growing irreversibly, so that they can actually be observed. The temperatures were not measured exactly at the surface, but the thermocouple is situated slightly below the nucleation surface. We can reasonably expect a small difference between the measured temperature and the true nucleation temperatures, but this should not affect the relative variations between the different powders, since the measurements were performed at the same location for all experiments. The freezing temperature is strongly dependent on the particle size, as shown in figure 4 . Unfortunately, the freezing temperature for the largest particle size was not measured, due to difficulties with the experimental setup. It is nevertheless clear that the larger the particle size, the lower the freezing temperature. As a consequence, the lower the initial freezing temperature, the larger the initial interface velocities.
Discussion
All the experiments were performed by starting from the room temperature, and cooling at a constant rate of 5°C/min, until complete solidification was achieved. Ice crystals nuclei are therefore never present initially in the suspension and nucleation has to occur before growth can proceed and a steady state of growth can be achieved. We propose here that the particle size has a direct influence on the ice crystals nucleation in the suspension. The presence and role of supercooling was already mentioned 1 0 to explain the structure formation mechanisms when the suspensions are solidified by direct immersion in liquid nitrogen. We propose here to extend this to the current situation where suspensions are solidified at a constant cooling rate and starting at room temperature. The following scenario can be applied to the initial instants of solidification and explain the current experimental observations:
• the temperature is progressively lowered from room temperature. When the temperature becomes negative, nucleation of ice crystals can occur.
• until nucleation occurs and nuclei reach their critical size, the system enters a supercooled state; the temperature is lower than the equilibrium temperature, so that it is driven far away from equilibrium.
• when the ice nuclei reach their critical size and keep growing, the system wants to recover its equilibrium, therefore the greater the degree of supercooling, the higher the initial interface velocity. We propose that in this system, nucleation is governed by the presence of impurities, that is, particles in our case. The lower the particle size, the greater the number of available nucleation sites. When plotting the freezing temperature vs. specific surface area of the powders (figure 4), the relationship between both seems relatively straightforward, although more data points would be desirable.
The influence of particle size can now be understood in a relatively straightforward manner. Large particle will offer less nucleation sites, so that the system will be highly supercooled when nucleation finally occurs. The interface velocity vs. time trajectory should be independent of the particle size: the starting velocity is related to the initial degree of supercooling, and hence dependent on particle size, but the following interface displacement kinetics are controlled by the thermal properties of the system, and therefore should not be related to the particle size. The common trajectory observed in figure 1 for all particle size seems to be in good agreement with these explanations. The diffusivity of the particles is of course directly related to the particle size 12 , and this could have a great influence on the interface stability, as reported previously 11 . In the initial instants, the interface velocity is nevertheless too high; particles do not have enough time to rearrange or redistribute by diffusion mechanisms.
This suggests a few possibilities to control the initial morphological transition and the resulting structure. The influence of an electric field, driving the particles away or towards the nucleation surface, has already been illustrated9. Recent and intriguing results of the influence of the electric field on the freezing temperature of supercooled water have also been reported13, hinting at a possible influence on the nucleation behaviour, a result that may well be applied to freeze-casting. Another possibility that comes to mind is to start with ice crystals template, an idea already successfully applied 3 to the control of the orientation of the ice crystals and structural features of the freeze-casting process. The initial instants were not investigated in this case, although a great deal of information could be retrieved from such experiments. In regards of the present results, we should expect the initial transition zone to be absent.
Conclusions
Based on X-ray radiography and tomography experiments of the solidification of alumina suspensions with various particle sizes, under conditions similar to that used in the freeze-casting process, we can draw the following conclusions:
• when cooling starts from room temperature, the suspension enters a supercooled state before nucleation and subsequent crystals growth can occur, driving the system away from equilibrium.
• the nucleation stage is controlled by the particle size, the surface of the ceramic particles acting as nucleation sites. The smaller the particles, the larger the surface area and the higher the number of nucleation sites.
• larger degree of supercooling will lead to faster interface propagation during the initial instants of solidification, which leads to a larger structural gradient in the resulting materials.
